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Reverence, Respect, Responsibility 
 

Section MLE Behavioral Expectations for all Students 
Student Responsibility - all students must reflect our school’s Catholic Christian beliefs, values and 

attitudes 
- show courtesy, cooperation and respect 
- come to school/class prepared to learn 
- have appropriate materials needed for class 

Academic Success - complete all class/homework assignments on time, to the best of his/her 
ability 
- fulfill the requirements of the curriculum 

Attendance - report to class promptly at 8:55 a.m. daily 
Respect for Others - “HANDS OFF” practice will be followed for all interactions between students 

at all times 
- APPROPRIATE LANGUAGE will show respect at all time towards peers, 
staff, yard supervisors, bus drivers, volunteers and visitors both in and out of 
the classroom, when speaking and playing 
- INAPPROPRIATE LANGUAGE includes: spoken, written or implied 
language, tone of voice, body language, facial expressions and/or hand 
gestures, cursing, swearing, racial slurs 

Tobacco, Alcohol, Drugs, 
Weapons 

- students will not take or possess any tobacco, alcohol, drugs or weapons 
while on school property, including the bus, or while on any school excursion 

Lunch Arrangements - students are not permitted to leave the school grounds to purchase lunch at 
neighbourhood fast-food outlets unless escorted by their own parent(s) 

Equipment for Play, Sport or 
Leisure 

- BICYCLE HELMETS ARE REQUIRED BY LAW 
- CSA approved helmets must be worn for ice skating by all students 
- Bicycles, skateboards may not be used on school property 
- NO electronic equipment or trading cards are to be brought to school due to 
the risk of loss/damage 
- on occasion the classroom teacher mat permit specific electronic equipment 
in the class to support curriculum goals 

Care of School/Personal 
Property 

- treat the school, its facilities and equipment with the same care and respect 
as your own personal possessions; recycling is practiced at all times and 
litterless lunches are encouraged 
- check the Lost & Found if any articles of clothing go missing 
- personalize all garments and winter wear with child’s name to ensure items 
are returned to their rightful owner 

Gym - J/I students must wear appropriate gym clothing and footwear for all Phys. 
Ed. classes. 
- primary students must wear running shoes to properly and safely participate 
in gym class 

Bus Privileges - students must behave appropriately while waiting for and riding the bus to 
and from school 
- it is expected that all students listen to directions from the bus driver and 
patroller 
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- a temporary bus stop change requires a parental notes and a bus pass from 
the office 
- non-bus students cannot take a bus to a friend’s house to visit or work on a 
project after school, due to liability issues/Board Policy 
- for safety reasons, only backpacks are allowed to be carried on the bus by 
each student 

Field Trips and Excursions - students are expected to attend and participate in class trips 
- all students are expected to follow the Code of Conduct/Dress Code as well 
as our Catholic School philosophy when representing Monsignor Lee Catholic 
School on any trip 

Co-Curricular/Extra-
Curricular Activities 

- students will follow the MLE Code of Conduct at all times when representing 
a school team 
- all students who participate in athletics must meet academic and behavioural 
expectations 

Parental Responsibility - support the Catholic curriculum 
- check (and sign) daily agenda for homework/communication from 
teacher or office 
- contact the school to advise of an absence 

 


